It is shown t h at a purely reactive cylinder excited by a neighboring line source can, under suitable conditions, give rise to a radiation pattern closely approxim ating the function cos nO.
Introduction
In a recent paper the natural (exponentially decaying) oscillations of a highly reactive cylinder supporting a circulating surface wave were discussed [1 ] .3 It was shown that for cylinders of a few wavelengths circumference, Q-factors of the order of several hundred are possible, if the circumferential phase velo city of the surface ,,,aves is appreciably less than the velocity of light.
The purpose of the present paper is to examine the corr esponding forced oscillations, taking a line source as the means of excitation.
The problem of a line source in the vicinity of a cylinder with a reactive surface impedance has already been solved [2, 3] by Wait and Conda, but the reactance values considered in their numerical studies were not such as to exhibit strong resonance effects. Also, they considered a magnetic current line source, whereas for the surface waves discussed in [1] an electric current line source is appropriate. This is a trivial matter, however, ince the principle of duality can be employed to pass from one case to the other.
. Formulation of the Problem
The practical interest in strong resonance phenomena lies in the possibility that a radiation pattern of the form an cos n e might be set up very simply by employing the combination of a line source and a reactive cylindrical surface. Inspection of the general formula shows at once that terms of the form am cos m e will always be present, but when the surface reactance is chosen to establish resonance with the reactive part of the field impedance of, say, the nth mode, we might expect to find an»am, m ~n.
If we adopt the mean-square-deviation from an cos n e as the measure of unwanted radiation, it is obvious that we must maximize the following expression: The quantity 71n may b e call ed the " excitation effi ciency" or " pattern purity" for th e n th mode.
The excitation efficiency defined in this way has a very close affinity to the launching effi ciency for surface waves of a line source over a plane r eactive surface [4] . In this case, the launching efficiency of the surface wave depends markedly on t h e h eight h of the source above t he reactive surface, the principal effect being a great r eduction in radiated power for a certain value of h.
It seems reasonable to expect that a similar effect might occur in th e cylindrical case if we take }~ l a~1 as analogous to the surface-wave power and
l a~I +2 ~l l a;n l + 2 ~ I a;', I
as analogous to the radiated power in the plane surface wave excitation problem. Wi th this analogy in mind, one might look for an optimum position of the line source which would give the closest approximation, in the least-mean-squares sense, to a cos n 0 radiation pattern.
Curr€·nt Sheet Excitation
Al though the n ecessary formulas have already been given by Wait and Conda, we shall sketch a derivation for completen ess. The opportunity will be taken to adapt the point of view employed in [4] to th e cylindrical case. That is to say, th e line source is synthesized from cylindrical curren t sh eets rather th an from point dipoles as in W ait and Conda's work. Electric curren t sources will be consider ed r ath er th an magn etic curren t sources for th e r eason m entioned earlier .
R eferring to fi gure 1, a sinusoidally distribu ted cylin drical cuneu t sheet of radius b coaxial wi th the cylinder of radius a, (a ~ b) is first considered . The current is assum ed to flow parallel to the axis, and th e curren t density is wri t ten wher o n must clearly b e an illteger if l{z is to be a single-valued fUll ction of o.
T h e followin g equ ations fo r th e fi elds can then be written down 
In the above equations H~2) (kJ') has been written as H n(kr ) to simplify the notation. No confusion should result ince the function H~l) (kr) is not employed in thi s paper. The quantity 5 is the intrinsic impedance of free space (J.1.0/EO)~.
The constants A, B , and G are to be evaluated from the condi tions (i) E~= ZH~ at r= o wher e Z is the surface impedance looking into the cylinder .
After straightforward algebra, making use of the Wron kian t o simplify the term JnH~-HnJ~ which arises, we arrive a t the following expression for E z for r> b,
Before proceeding to the next step of synthesizing the lin e source from curren t sheet sources of the form described by eq (1), we shall examine (7) which plays a role roughly similar to the r efl ection coefficien t (u + k 1)/(U-le1) of th e plan e surface wave excitation case [4] . However, the infinite r eflection coefficien t found for plane surface waves is no t t o be expected wi th circulating cylindrical surface waves, for these waves are inheren tly leaky, and 0 damping is present even when the impedance Z is purely reacti ve. In fact we shall show that janj cannot exceed unity.
an will first be written in terms of I n and Y n, putting Z = jX.
For n > lea pronounced r esonance effects occur. Y n and Y~ are in general considerably larger than J " and J~ so that an t ends to be small unless Y n(lea) -(X fr) Y~ (ka ) is zero.
For n < ka, however, the resonance effect is very weak. The condition for resonance can be written When (9) is satisfied a n= -1.
If (9) is not satisfied it follows from eq (8) that (9)
Thus, we have proved the statement made earlier that the quantity an is never infinite, and in fact cannot exceed unity.
A closer analogy with reflection coefficient is the complex ratio of outgoing to incoming cylindrical waves in the region a<r<b. This is equal to 1+ 2am, and the reflection coefficient in this sense can never exceed unity in magnitude.
As a numerical example of the way the coefficients an depend on n, 1 a n l 2 has been calculated as a function of n for the case in which X/r is chosen to satisfy the resonance condition, eq (9), for n = 6, taking k'a= 3. The appropriate value of X/r is -0.605. The results are given in table 1. The very rapid falling-off of I a n 12 with n for n larger than the resonant value is indicated by the last line of this table.
The sharpness of the resonance of 1 a61 2 as X/r is varied is shown in figure 2 . If we define a Q-factor for the variation of 1 a n 12 with X through the equation
the approximate Q-factor deduced from figure 2 is Qx=230.
This is considerably lower than the Q-factor deduced in [1] , but the conditions are somewhat different.
The difference lies in the way the reactances involved depend on the frequency. In [1] it is assumed that the capacitive surface reactance X is inversely proportional to the frequency, while the inductively reactive part of the field impedance increases with frequency, in accordance with field theory, more rapidly than in direct proportion to the frequency.
The Q-factor Ox defin ed by (12) would only agree with the Q-factor of [1] if the reactive part of the field impedance varied in direct proportion to the frequency.
Hence, the Q-factor of [1] will necessarily exceed the rather artificial Ox introduced here.
. Line Source Excitation
Suppose we have a linear current filament I at r= b, 8= 0. This can be represented as a Fourier series thus
The coefficien ts K m represent the amplitudes of cosinusoidally distributed surface current densi ties, and are found in the usual way to be (14) where €o = l , €m=2, m~O.
The field associated with each K m can be found from eq (6), and in this way we find the formula for current filament excitation (15) This formula makes possible far-field calculations, and for this purpose H m(kr ) can be replaced by its asymptotic value.
(16) Equation (15) i the dual of the formula derived by Wait [3] and is identical apart from minor differences of notation if the following transformations are made: Ez~Hz, P.o~€o, and I~K (symbol used to denote magnetic current). It may also be derived from Wait's result [5] for the fields of an electric dipole in the presence of a cylinder with impedance boundary condi tions.
Equation (15) Thus we find The special case b= a is worthy of attention. In this case the term in square brackets in eq (15) can be simplified by making use of the Wronskian again, to read
and eq (15) then becomes
Hm(ka)-r-H~(ka)
The eq (17 ) for excitation efficiency can be specialised for b= a to read
Let us now consider (17) for the case k (b-a )« l. We can write (19) ( 20) if terms of order P(b -aF are neglected . W e can use (18) to replace the first term on the r ight-hand side of this equation, and by a similar simplification of the second term we find
The last factor in (21) is independent of m, and so to a first approximation we find that all modes are mul tiplied by the same factor. Thus, although a small finit e value of k (b-a) will alter the total power supplied by the source for a given current, and so will alter the radiation resistance of the line source, it will not afl:'ect the distribution of power among the various modes, and so will not change the excitation efficiency.
Thus it follows that eq (20) is valid for b~a, provided that k (b-a)< < 1.
Example of Excitation Efficiency Calculation
We now consider the excitation efficiency of the mode n = 6 by a line source near the cylinder, i.e., k(b-a )< < 1, for the case ka= 3. The surface reactance is again chosen to establish resonance for the mode n = 6. Remembering that excitation efficiency, or pattern purity, is defined as power in the wanted mode divided by the total radiated power, i.e. , in symbols
it is instructive to tabulate the P m's in order to find how the unwanted radiation is distributed amongst the various modes. This information is given in It appears that very little power is radiated in modes for which m>6, and that for m<6, the power is fairly eq ually divided b etween the various modes. Only 1.1 p er cent of t he total power goes into unwanted modes, and the excitation effici ency has the very high value of 98.9 percent.
Conclusions
The existence of strong resonan ce phenomena associated with s urface waves circul ating round a reactive cylinder excited by a lin e source has been es tablished th eoreticall)T. In a particular case, 98.9 p ercent of the total input power is r adiated in the r eso nant mode, i. e., the excitation efficien cy, or pattern purity is 98.9 percent.
It is shown that to first order in lc(b-a ) , th e distance of th e lin e our ce from t be surface of the cylinder do es not affect th e excitation effi cien cy, though th e radiation r esistan ce of th e source will decrease as k (b-a ) incr eases. This paper was written during a short visit to the Boulder Laboratories of th e National Bureau of Standards. The author expresses his gratit ude for this most stimulating opportunity, particularly to James R . W ai t of th ese laboratories through whom th e visit was alTanged.
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